
a psychological metamorphosis





What This Is Not
•  this is not a motivational speech

•  this is not intended to make you feel comfortable

(on the contrary, this should make you a bit uncomfortable)

•  this is not a sales pitch

•  this is not a dogmatic indoctrination

•  this is not a religious endorsement of any kind



emotion



Does anyone have any 
problems?



Carl & Laura

Gilbertson





Relax, everything is exactly as it should be.
Let’s go…





attention





When you’re 
focused on 

the problem, 
you can’t see 
the solution.







What is freedom?





1        2        3        4        5



choice.



The illusion of choice.



Hmmm?







diesel unleaded

$







“The difference between ‘almost the right word’ and ‘the 
right word’ is the difference between a lightning bug and 
a lightning bolt.”

- Mark Twain



Asking better questions.

Destination









2008 - 2012

20,000 + pills





Anything you want.







+ Advil

+ Pepto

+ Allegra

+ Nyquil

+ Sudafed

Etc.

Etc.

Etc.



690 cigarettes per month.



TWICE A DAY

EVERYDAY



1,920

Ounces

Per

Month



Plenty of toxic 
relationships !
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The Science of
Awareness



Why is this important?



True Understanding
•  what goes on inside your head and inside the heads of others

•  why we complain and add drama to almost everything that happens

•  why you think the way you do and how to reprogram your mind

•  why you believe what you believe and where the beliefs came from

•  what a belief actually is, biologically speaking

•  what it truly means to forgive and what it means for you

•  why arguing and debating are completely ineffective



Let’s start with the basics.



The human body is 
composed of about
50,000,000,000,000

(that’s 50 trillion)
cells.



Let’s take a closer look.



Molecules
Nitrogen, Carbon, Hydrogen 

and Oxygen.



Atoms
(a material representation of the ethereal)



Atoms are vibrating potentials of energy composed of 
99.999999999999% empty space.



This represents an 
atom.
The stadium 
represents the 
orbiting electrons.
The peanut 
represents it’s 
nucleus.



With this as our 
fundamental 

understanding, when 
we do the math, it is 
plausible to consider 
that the human body 

is only…



1/1,000,000,000
actual matter

That’s one billionth…
the rest is light.

We are pure energy.



So much so, that 
when you divide 
its luminosity by 

its volume…



The human body 
radiates 60,000 

times more energy 
than the sun per 
cubic centimeter.



The thread of reality.





Let’s move on.



The Brain
Contains about 
100,000,000,000
(100 billion) neurons.



The Brain
A piece of brain tissue 
the size of a grain of 
sand contains 100,000 
(100 thousand) neurons



The Brain
Your brain is 73% water. It 
takes only 2% dehydration 
to affect your attention, 
memory and other 
cognitive skills.



The Brain
Your brain weighs about 3 
pounds. Of that, the dry 
weight is 60% fat, making 
your brain the fattiest 
organ. (oh but a low fat 
diet is good for us, right?)



The Brain
The average brain has 
around 50,000 thoughts per 
day and 70% of them are 
believed to be negative.
(we abuse ourselves)



What is the mind?



Not the brain, the mind.



The mind is a process,



not a definition.



You are a verb,



not a noun.



The mind uses the brain

to become aware of itself.



Do you
consciously
build your 
bones?



no



Do you
consciously
breathe?



no



Do you
consciously
pump your 
blood?



no



When it comes 
to your brain,



A less effective
question is…



“Do I think?”



A more effective 
question would 
be…



“Do I
consciously
think my 
thoughts?”



The myth that 
you only use 
10% of your 
brain is only 
10% true.



The fact of the 
matter is
this…



90% 
of your brain



uses you.



You are limited
by the paradigm 
of social
conditioning,



by what you 
have agreed to…



consciously,



and…
unconsciously.



Here is a fun question.



What is in control?



You,



or your thoughts?





Conscious vs Subconscious
What’s really going on?







So, again, what is in control?

You, or your thought machine?



Cognitive Dissonance
The state of having inconsistent thoughts, 
beliefs, or attitudes, especially as relating to 
behavioral decisions and attitude change.







RELIGION
[ri-lij-uh n] 1150-1200; conscientiousness, piety, equivalent to relig (āre) to 
tie, fasten ( re- re- + ligāre to bind, tie; cf. ligament ) + -iōn- -ion; cf.

Did you catch that? (to BIND) to join, hold together, to fuse.

RE = to repeat / LIG = to bind / ION = the action



So the question is…
What exactly are we binding?





The Group Problem





Around 300 BC, Aristotle 
accepted the theory of the 
earth being round onto 
empirical grounds. Prior to 
that, 200 million human 
beings (the population of 
our planet at the time) 
believed the earth was 
indeed, flat. 



255 BC
Eratosthenes VS The Roman Empire

1543
Nicolaus Copernicus VS The Vatican

1913
Niels Bohr VS Isaac Newton



So, what is a belief?





An agreement.









What you focus on the longest,
becomes the strongest.



The Trap Problem









So, what is 
the ego



Identification with form.



Identification with form.



Primarily, thought form.



What is the primary
fear of the ego?



Uncertainty.
(aka: fear of death)

The catalyst of all fear.



Identification with form +
Desire for certainty and a 

sense of significance +
An unaware primal brain =



The Defense Problem



I am right. You are wrong.



DEAD wrong







This “defense mechanism”
is the primal
seed of…



separation,



competition,



prejudice,



bias,



pride,



expectation,



judgment,



assumption,



and
duality consciousness.



Duality consciousness
is believing we are 

separate.
(from anyone or anything, including what we refer to as “god”)



Duality consciousness
gives birth to the following conceptual 

ideologies:

(watch your reactions)



sports,



religion,



politics,



racism,



law,



national borders,



and ownership.



All of which



are illusions.



are illusions.



The Assumption Problem

Most people do not see their beliefs.

Rather, their beliefs tell them what they see.









So, quite possibly, the 
single most important 
question you could ask 

yourself is this…



Where do my beliefs come 
from?





The Anti-Virus Problem



Fertilization



Zygote



Embryonic



Infant
(delta)



Child
(theta)



I HATE YOU



YOU PIECE OF S#@T



YOU MAKE ME SICK





Your brain is essentially a 
biological computer.
It has terabytes of 
memory, 260 gigs of ram, 
a graphics card, a central 
processor, a mother 
board, and it runs off of 
coded programs that 
were installed onto your 
hard drive without your 
conscious consent.



The good news is, 

just like a desktop 
computer, you 
can overwrite 
your code.



















“Unlearn what you have learned.”



“When we know that we don’t know, we 
can understand all things.”






